Village of Chenequa
March 2021 Newsletter

House Checks
•••

Just a reminder that if you already have an ongoing House Check
and plan on coming home early, or extending your time away, please
let the Police Department know so we can adjust our House Check
accordingly.
Remember if you are doing any
improvements to your home, you need a
permit. You can find information on
permits on our website.

https://chenequa.org/departments/buil
ding-inspector

As always, If you are leaving for more than a couple of days, and
would like the Police Department to make a daily check of your
home. Please call or email us so we may fill out a House Check Form
for you.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call the Village Hall at
262-367-2239 or the Police Department at 262-367-2145 or feel free to
email: Jodi or Mary at policeclerk@chenequa.org.

Police Department
News
●●●

Recently, several residents reported receiving written communication from the Bank of Singapore in Hong Kong in
regards to the estate of a deceased relative. The letter asks for this communication to remain confidential stating that
“no one is informed of this communication.”
This is no doubt the language of a scam and please be aware of letters such as this. We commend several Village
residents who recognized this as what it is, an elaborate hoax meant to have an unsuspecting victim contact the person
writing this letter and sharing personal information and/or money. If you ever have a question about any
correspondence you receive, feel free to contact the Chenequa Police Department to discuss prior to falling victim to
any scam.

Forestry Updates
•••

Just a reminder that as always, no cutting of trees, brush,
or any vegetation is allowed within 75’ of a waterway in the
Village without a permit. The purpose of this is to prevent
erosion, filter runoff before it goes to the water, maintain a
healthy aquatic ecosystem, and preserve the natural
beauty of all the shorelines.
The Village of Chenequa employs two foresters that would
be more than happy to meet with any resident on site to
help out with any tree-related questions that anyone may
have.

Spring is Coming!
•••

With March ushering in the long-awaited
spring in Wisconsin, please continue to be
cautious of the constant melting then refreezing of snow and/or ice on roadways,
sidewalks and driveways.
Although it may appear warm out during
the day, dropping temperatures at night
can cause hazardous conditions so please
be careful.

